Passive Cooling in Shavadoon of Traditional Buildings of Dezful City: Cooling Through Renewable Energy Sources
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**ABSTRACT**

Dezful city, located in southwest of Iran, has a hot and semi-humid climate. In the past, architectures used design solutions to provide the cold living space. Shavadoon is one of the most important design for reaching this goal. Shavadoon is an underground space in traditional buildings of Dezful city designed with a trend of respect and protection of natural environment. Shavadoon, linked with its peripheral environment, provided an appropriate space for sheltering residents in summers hot weather without a need of energy of fossil fuels. Exploring the causes of thermal comfort in this underground space with no need to non-renewable energies was the aim of this article. In this article passive cooling of shavadoon was reviewed in a descriptive and analytic procedure. Results indicated that the architectural design of shavadoon is such that cool down the shavadoon through three types of cooling including the ground cooling, cooling through ventilation and evaporative cooling.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Due to increased environmental pollution, using renewable energy in design and construction of an environmentally friendly buildings is in high importance. In traditional architecture of Iran, there is a thoughtful interaction with nature. Buildings that fit the climate and have no need for fossil fuels for cooling and heating are the manifestations of this interaction leading to the protecting of environment [1]. One of the spaces designed with such attitude is shavadoon of Dezful city.

Shavadoon is an underground space which is designed in accordance with climatic conditions of Dezful city to make it possible for its habitants to live in hot conditions during summer. Introducing of the architecture of the shavadoon, climatic analysis, thermal behavior and sustainability of shavadoon were considered in previous studies [1-9]. In some modeling researches, the difference between shavadoons in terms of their component has been considered [6,10]. The results of these researches prove the valuable features of shavadoon in meeting the needs of residents with respect for environment. Bina [1] studied on the internal temperature of shavadoon, reported that temperature of shavadoon was lower than the minimum outside temperature during summer warm days and was in the comfort range. He also concluded that there was a negligible difference between shavadoon temperature and comfort range, leading to no need for heating device and energy consumption. Masoudi et al. [9], evaluated the thermal behavior of the shavadoon in Souzangar house and concluded that there was a thermal comfort during different seasons and moisture was removed through the entrance door of shavadoon. Dehghan and Vakili-nejad [2] considered the influential factors in the formation of underground architecture, including the architecture of shavadoon and observed that passive cooling through earth mass was on the main factors in the formation of underground architecture. In addition, introduced the climate, security and soil type as effective factors in the formation of shavadoon. Hazbe, et al. [6] analyzed air flow in some shavadoons of Dezful city and determined the best combination between the components of shavadoon for natural ventilation. Mohammad-shahi et al. [10] investigated the improvement of ventilation and the transfer of heat in shavadoon and concluded that the geometric parameters of the components of the shavadoon are effective in improving its performance.

The aim of this article was the understanding of the performance of shavadoon, as an architectural space, in achieving passive cooling through considering the following questions: 1. what is shavadoon and its component? 2. What is passive cooling and how it is achieved in shavadoon? 3. How can the combination between shavadoon component lead to a passive cooling and thermal comfort?
PASSIVE COOLING IN BUILDING

Passive cooling is an important way in exploiting renewable energy resources in which energy flow in building is controlled through natural methods (guidance or relocation of radiation) to achieve thermal comfort without using any secondary energy. Passive cooling focuses on heat reducers [11].

According to Figure 1, there are three categories for the strategies of passive cooling for buildings [12]: heat prevention, heat modulation and heat dissipation.

Heat prevention
This strategy has a close relationship with solar radiation in which external heat is prevented from entering into the building [12].

Heat modulation
In this strategy, some techniques of heat storage are applied to control the flux of heat [12].

Heat dissipation
The occurrence of heat dissipation, removing the heat through releasing into a natural reservoir such as air, water and ground, is possible in the following ways [12, 13]:

a. Ventilation
In natural ventilation, the air movement is carried out based on positive and negative pressure of the wind or through chimney effect in which hot air moves up and cool air moves down and substitute for hot air [3].

b. Evaporative cooling
The exchange of air heat occurs with the warmth of the water droplets at the wet levels [14].

c. Ground cooling
The earth has a high thermal capacity which allows for seasonal storage of heat. The greater the depth of the earth, the lower the annual fluctuation of soil temperature, thus, constant temperature of the earth can be used for the cooling of the building [13]. This type of cooling occurs directly and indirectly. In direct form, part of the building is directly connected to the ground and in indirect form, coolness of the depth is used through buried pipes [15].

d. Radiative cooling
Radiant cooling is a heat transfer from a warm surface to a cooler surrounding [13].

e. Dehumidification
Dehumidification is the process of removing vapor from the room air. When the air contains 70-80% humid, it is used for cooling through three ways of dilution with dry air, distillation and drying [14,16].

SHAVADOONS OF DEZFUL CITY

Dezful city
Dezful city (32°24ʹN, 48°33ʹE and 140m above sea level) is located in Khuzestan province, southwest Iran [17]. The climate of Dezful city is hot and semi-humid [18]. Mean monthly minimum and maximum temperatures during hot months are presented in Table 1.

The climacteric condition of Dezful, especially during the summer, is out of the comfort range, resulting from high temperature. In this regard, two solution should be considered for cooling:
1. Prevention of heat receiving
2. Increasing heat dissipation through air conditioning and appropriate air flow [19].

Shavadoon
Shavadoon is an innovative architectural design for reaching two above goals. Definition and description of shavadoon and its role in achieving thermal comfort in the climacteric conditions of Dezful city will be discussed further.

TABLE 1. Long-term monthly climacteric data of Dezful city during 2000-2017

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>month</th>
<th>Precipitation (mm)</th>
<th>Minimum temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Maximum temperature (°C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>70.62</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>19.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>31.47</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>22.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>22.13</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>27.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>29.58</td>
<td>10.37</td>
<td>35.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>17.71</td>
<td>42.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>22.54</td>
<td>45.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>45.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>17.45</td>
<td>42.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>12.73</td>
<td>40.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>40.78</td>
<td>5.75</td>
<td>32.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>80.36</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

May, June, July, August and September are considered as hot months of the year (summer and early autumn).
Shavadoon is an underground space in the traditional buildings of Dezful city, responding the cool needs of its inhabitants. Daily rest in the summer and maintenance of food are two importance functions of shavadoon. Regarding the solidity of the soils of Dezful (Conglomerate) [6], shavadoon forms from a excavating in the depth of more than 10 m with no wall and ceiling construction [1].

To build a shavadoon, the first stage is digging a channel on the ground which eventually turns into entrance staircase of shavadoon. The channel is still being digested up to a depth where no fall occurs. After that, the required spaces of shavadoon are created inside the rock. Stones produced from drilling are moved to the ground surface by a wheel or wicker basket and used as foundation material and for base course and building facades [7].

Light and ventilation in the shavadoon are supplied through a cavity connecting the shavadoon to the yard or rooms of a building or to the alley [7].

The variation of shavadoon temperature during a year compared with outside temperature is presented in Figure 2, indicating that the shavadoon temperature is in the comfort range and changes in above ground temperature has negligible effect on shavadoon temperature.

**Shavadoon components**

Shavadoons have many components including entrance, stairway, foot rest, Sahn, Kat, Tal, Daricheh or Darizeh (Figures 3 to 5) [1].

a. Entrance
The entrance of shavadoon, with a width of 1.2-1.8m, is usually located in a corner of the yard and, in some cases, on a terrace next to the yard. Most entries are without a door and have a shelter wall around them [1].

b. Stairway
The stairway starts from the entrance located in the yard and continued to Sahn [18]. The slopes of stairways of shavadoon is often more than that of modern stairways [1].

c. Foot rest
The foot rest is a landing stair which its level and performance is more than a staircase. In the absence of space is foot rest used by the users of shavadoon [1].

d. Sahn
Sahn is the main component of the shavadoon with a square plan [18].

e. Kat
Kat is defined as the spaces which are separated from the Sahn with a level difference. In squared Sahns, the Kat is connected to three sides of Sahn [1].

f. Tal
The Kats of two neighbor shavadoons are connected to each other through a tunnel or gate named Tal. In fact, Tal is an underground communication network between two family members [1]. During summer days when commuting outside the shavadoon is less than the usual, the connection between the two neighbor shavadoon is provided by a Tal to supply the exchange of the food and other daily needs [18]. Shavadoon is also connected a nearby river or aqueduct through a Tal to benefit the flow of cool air [1].

g. Daricheh or Darizeh
In the Sahn of shavadoon or Kat, there is an air conditioner which is responsible for air conditioning named Darizeh in Dezful [1]. The diameter of the Darizeh is about 1m. In addition to vertical air conditioning of shavadoon, Darizeh supply light too. Darizeh is connected to yard, and sometimes alley and the roofs of houses [6].

![Figure 3. Plan of Shavadoon](image)

![Figure 4. A shavadoon and its components](image)
Cooling in Shavadoon Related to the Combination of Its Components

The placement of shavadoon under the ground and other climatic strategies used in it supply cooling needs for its inhabitants in a static and efficient energy consumption manner. Regarding shavadoon components, cooling in shavadoon occurs in three ways: ground cooling (direct and indirect), cooling though ventilation (chimney and passing ventilation) and evaporative cooling.

Ground cooling
Earth surface is heated by receiving the energy of solar radiation. However, the temperature of the lower levels (from the depth of 1m) shows a maximum of one degree of change. At a depth of 20m, there is no variation in temperature. In other word, the temperature is almost constant at depth of 20m. Seasonal temperature variations affect the temperature of higher depth with a few months delay, resulting in saving winter cool and summer heat for at least for 6 months. In the depth of 5.6m, no variation in air temperature occurs [8]. The annual variation of temperature of different depths of ground in Dezful city is presented in Figure 6.

Cooling though ventilation
One of the ways to improve shavadoon temperature is natural ventilation (Figure 7) [6]. In hot cities in southern Iran, it is better to have a two-way air conditioning, where the air enters from one side and goes out from the other side or the roof of the building [4]. Because of hot and semi-humid climate of Dezful, the air of the sky is the only way to access cold air [6]. At night, when the earth does not receive the energy of solar radiation and cool air moves down, at first the roof of the building is cooled by the flow of the cool air (Figure 8). In the next step, cool air flows downward and reaches to lower spaces such as yard and eventually moves toward the lowest point of the building in shavadoon. This cool air stored in shavadoon and inhabitants use its coolness during the day. Cool air enters shavadoon through its wide entrance, which requires the removal of the hot air. The removal of the hot air is carried out though Darizeh of shavadoon which acts as a chimney. Due to the fact that the hot air flow is upward, there is no natural ventilation during day. Preventing the entrance of hot air to internal space of shavadoon is also essential during day [1].
In a research, air flow in Shavadoons of Dezful city was evaluated by a modeling method (cfd, using Design builder ver. 3.0.0.105) and the effect of Shavadoo components design and their interactions on natural ventilation was considered [6]. The results of this experiment revealed that Shavadoo depth, cross section of Darizeh, the place of Darizeh and Shavadoo plan are four factors affecting the natural ventilation of Shavadoo [6]:

While air flow of Azar-abad (Shavadoo with less depth) was lower than that of GHaasari (Shavadoo with more depth) building, Azar-abad Shavadoo had a better natural ventilation and more appropriate performance.

Regarding the cross section of Darizeh, two types of Darizeh cross section were identified in Dezful city: the first one had a similar entrance and exit cross section size. In the second one, the size of entrance cross section was bigger than that of exit cross section. Modeling analysis showed that indoor air is better derived out when cross sections had a different size in entrance and exit.

modeling analysis revealed that the best place for Darizeh is Sahn and the center of Shavadoo resulting in balanced air ventilation all over the Shavadoo. When Darizeh is placed at Kats, terminal Kats are the superior one, placed opposite the stairs. In this case, air ventilation is optimum in Shavadoo.

There are two types of plans for the Shavadoons of Dezful city: square Chalipa plans. Modelling analysis showed that square plan is a superior plan for better air flow. However, Chalipa is a better plan regarding structure and architecture of Shavadoo.

### Evaporative cooling

Connecting the shavadoons to each other and the river bank through Tal causes the shavadoons to benefit from the cool air passed through the river or the aqueduct. In places with no access to the river, Tal connects to aqueduct to provide cool air for residents [18].

In Figure 9, the connection of shavadoons to each other and to the river has been shown. The air passed through the surface of the river and cooled down enters the space of shavadoo through Tal and is effective in creating the conditions for the comfort of the inhabitants.

### CONCLUSION

Nowadays, management of energy consumption and conservation of the environment is one the most important concerns of architects. In traditional architecture of Iran, architects provided comfort for the inhabitants of the building by climatic design and creating precise relationship between buildings and environment. Shavadoo, an underground space, is a climatic design in the architecture of traditional buildings of Dezful city which responds to the air conditioning needs of its inhabitants. Shavadoo has a passive type of cooling which occurs in the three following ways:
1. Ground cooling (direct and indirect)
2. Cooling through ventilation (passing and chimney)
3. Evaporative cooling

Three types of passive cooling, occurring in shavadoo as discussed above.

In this article, studying and benefiting from the experiences of the past in protecting the environment without the need for much energy consuming in the cooling of living spaces has been emphasized which can be a pattern for new energy management methods. Shavadoons of Dezful city are good patterns which can save energy resources through using natural renewable energies.

### TABLE 3. Passive cooling in shavadoo component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shavadoo component</th>
<th>passive cooling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sahn and Kat</td>
<td>- Ground cooling (direct contact)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- cooling through ventilation (passing and chimney)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaporative cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tal</td>
<td>- Ground cooling (direct)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- cooling through ventilation (passing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Evaporative cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staircase and Papahn</td>
<td>- Ground cooling (direct and indirect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- cooling through ventilation (passing)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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چکیده

شهر دژفل واقع در جنوب غربی ایران، دارای آب و هوای گرم و نیمه مرطوب است. در گذشته معماران از راهکارهای طراحی برای تأمین برودت فضاهای زندگی استفاده می‌کردند. شوادون، یکی از مهم‌ترین طرح‌های برای استفاده در این منطقه است. در این مقاله به بررسی شوادون در پیوند با محیط بیرونی خود بین نیاز به انرژی سوخته‌ای و فضایی مناسب برای پناه احترام و حفاظت از محیط طبیعی طراحی شده است. امکان شوادون در پیوند با محیط بیرونی خود بین نیاز به انرژی سوخته‌ای و فضایی مناسب برای پناه دادن به ساکنان در این منطقه طراحی می‌گردد. بررسی علی آسانی ورودی در این فضای زیرزمینی بین نیاز به انرژی یا تبدیل نماید. هدف تکریش مقاول خاص است. در این مقاله سرمایش به ناحیه بررسی می‌شود. شوادون به شیوه کارشناسی – تحلیلی مورد ارزیابی قرار گرفت. نتایج بررسی نشان داد طراحی معماری شوادون به گونه‌ای است که سرمایشی در شوادون از طریق سه روش سرمایش از طریق اثر جرم زمین، سرمایش از طریق تهویه و سرمایش تبخیری صورت می‌پذیرد.